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Appendix C
PARTICLE SOURCES AND

RADIOGRAPHY

Robert Mozley
The transmission of any kind of particle through an object can be used to give
information about the interior of the object, just as a medical x-ray uses the
absorption of photons to indicate the location of bones and density variations in the
body.'lb yield the most information, the particles should be sufficiently penetrating
that there is a detectableflux through the most absorptive part of the object under
inspection. The characteristics of various beams will be examined here to understand which may be best for this purpose. The availability of sources of this
radiation will also be considered.

INTRODUCTION

The projected material densities. of the nuclear-weaponmodels described in this
report are about 150 g/cm2at their thickest points, with over 90 percentof this due
to heavy metals such as tungsten, uranium, and plutonium. For comparison, a
conventional warhead of about the same size would be less than 100 g/cm2thick,
with nearly all of this due to light elements such as nitrogen and oxygen.Because
the fraction of particles passing through a material decreasesexponentially with
increasing thickness, probe particles should therefore have average ranges of not
much less than 10 g/cm2,and not much more than 100 g/cm2,in the materials of

interest.
As we are interested in detecting the presenceof fissile materials, the second
criterion for probe particles is that they must discriminate between uranium or
plutonium and the elementsfound in permitted objects. In other words, the particles
should be absorbed either less or more strongly by uranium or plutonium than by
commonmaterials.
It is important to understand how much absorption information is needed to
detectthe fissionablematerial in a complicatedobject. A similar problemis faced in
computer-aidedtomographywhen applied to medical examination: how doesone use
a series of transmission measurementsthrough an object to determine the size and
location of internal parts, and how can it be done with a minimum of radiation
exposure to the object?

* The mass of material in a column of cross section 1 square centimeter passing through the object.
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ALTERNATIVEBEAMS FOR RADIOGRAPHY
In principle, there are several possible choicesof probe particles for use in radiography: protons and heavier nuclei, electrons,muons,. neutrons and photons. For
radiographic purposes,protons and heavier nuclei can be consideredas similar but
inferior to neutrons. They would lose energy due to the ionization caused by the
charges that they carry, and higher-energy beams (which cause more radiation
damage)would generally be required. For the same reasons,electrons, which, like
photons, do not interact strongly with nuclei (only electrically), would cause more
radiation damage than photons becausethey are charged. Muons have the special
property of not interacting with nuclei and, becausethey are 200 times heavier than
electrons,lose much less energy than high-energy electrons in collisions with atomic
electronsand nuclei. Hence,high-energymuons could in principle be used effectively
for examining thick objects. However,the cost of producing a useful muon beam and
of analyzing it is too great for the technique to be consideredpractical. Therefore
we shall concentratehere on the use of neutrons and photons.

Neutron Beams
Neutrons possessno charge and, as a result, their only interaction is by nuclear
scattering. At low energies(a few electron volts) the cross section(a measure of the
likelihood of nuclear interaction-see appendix B "Emission and Absorption of
Radiation") may vary rapidly with energy; at high energies (a few hundred MeV)
the cross sectionis relatively constant. Figure C-1 shows total neutron cross sections
for aluminum, tungsten, and uranium-235. Table B-2 of appendix B lists the mean
free paths of neutrbns in various materials at a series of energies, indicating that
strong absorption would take place at low energies and that neutrons with energies
of 10 MeV or higher are of greatest interest for transmission measurements.
To show the effect of the mean free path, considerthe examination of a spacelaunch cargo that may have a nuclear warhead concealedin it. Here we assumea
payload weighing about 20 tonnes and ask whether a weapon can be concealedin
the interior. We consider a simplified case of a 20-tonne sphere that is nominally
solid aluminum with a density of 2.7 g/cm3(certainly an extreme example),a radius
of 120 centimeters and a maximum thickness of 650g/cm2.A 10-MeVneutron would
have a mean free path in aluminum of 22 g/cm2;hence the maximum thickness
would be 650/22 = 30 mean free paths, and the fraction penetrating the load
without a collision would be about exp(-30) or 10-13.For 100-MeV neutrons, this
fraction would be 2 x 10~. (The neutron mean free path becomeslonger at higher
energies.)The energy depositedby the large number of incident neutrons needed to
allow a single one to penetrate the diameter of the sphere is 8 x 1013MeV for 10MeV neutrons and 5 x 101 MeV for 100-MeVneutrons. About two-thirds of this

* A muon is a shon-lived (2 microsecond)massive relative of the electron that is produced in the
atmosphere by high-energy cosmic rays. It can also be produced with a high-energy particle
accelerator.
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Figure C-2: Neutron energy spectrum from the spontaneous fissionof callfornium-252
Source: E.A. Lorch. International Journal of Applied Radiation and Isotopes24. 585 (1973)

energy would be deposited in the first mean free path.
The large beam attenuation seen in this example also reveals a difficulty with
transmission techniques. Even if the radiation intensity required does not cause
damage to the material examined, any very large attenuation implies tha~ a very
unlikely scattering path could become the source of most of the particles detected.
For example, if there were any infinitesimal tubular holes or partial holes parallel
to the beam direction, of such small size as not to be resolved, they could dominate
the actual transmission.
In making estimates of radiation damage to sensitive electronics, the fact that
neutrons produce possibly 10 times as much damage per unit energy deposited as
photons must be taken into account. This is due to the more concentrated ionization
taking place along the track of slower heavy particles (protons or heavier nuclei)
recoiling from collision with a neutron relative to that deposited by the faster
electrons created by the Compton scattering of high-energy photons!
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Neutron Sources
For low-energyneutrons,radioisotopesourcesare available. The only ones that emit
neutrons directly as a result of radioactive decay are those that undergo spontaneous fission. Although uranium, thorium, and plutonium isotopes do this, their
rates of decay are low; the most useful source is californium-252, which has a
halflife of 1.8 years and decays 3 percent of the time by spontaneous fission.
Californium sourceswith intensities of up to 1010neutrons per secondare available.
Figure C-2 shows the energy spectrum of the neutrons emitted by such a source.
A problem with any source is the background that it produces of unwanted
radiation, generally gamma rays. Although californium emits several gamma rays
during each fission, many more are emitted during the 30-times more frequent
alpha decays of californium. Furthermore, because of the penetrating nature of
neutron radiation, a californium-252 source cannot be pulsed exceptby inserting a
massive absorber in a channel in the shielding through which the neutrons pass;
this precludes fast pulsing.
The only other radioisotopeneutron sourcesare those in which alpha or gam~a
emitters are combined with other elementsthat release neutrons when bombarded
with alpha particles or gamma rays through (a,n) and (y,n)reactions. Examples of
such reactions are the following:
a + Be-9 ~ C-12 + n
y + Be-9 ~ Be-8 + n
The alpha and gamma sourcesare quite different in character becauseof the
very short range of alpha particles. A 5-MeValpha particle has a range of only
about 20 microns (the thickness of a human hair) in silicon. The alpha-source
element and the neutron-producingelementof the neutron sourcemust therefore be
intimately mixed. However,the processof alpha emission and neutron production
is almost invariably accompaniedby the emissionof gamma rays. This will create
a neutron background for the neutron detector,one that can be partly eliminated
by interposing gamma-ray shielding in the channel through which neutrons pass.
The hazard from the sourceswill be primarily from the neutrons that are emitted
and are very difficult to shield. The alpha emitters pose no direct hazard unless
they are ingested or inhaled. Gozani2comparesvarious (a,n) sources.Spectra from
four sourcesare shown in figure C-3.
Photo neutron (y,n) sources can be constructed with the neutron emitter
separatefrom the gamma source,which allows the neutron source to be pulsed or
stopped by interposing a shield betweenthe gamma emitter and the target. There
remains, however,the problem of shielding the very penetrating gamma-rays.
Gozani2also lists the characteristicsof many photoneutron sources,and figure
C-4 showsthe neutron spectra expectedfrom several of these sources.Photoneutron
sourcesshow a more peaked structure than (a,n) sources;this is in large part due
to the alpha particles having a very short range, for even though the alpha particles
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may be emitted at a single energy there will be a broad energy width of alphas
hitting the neutron-emitting target.

A powerful photoneutronsourcesuchas antimony-124/beryllium,which produces
24-keV neutrons, can be very hard to shield. A source producing 108neutrons per
secondwould require 20 curies of antimony-124 surrounded by 10 centimeters of
beryllium. Over a tonne of shielding would be required to bring the radiation level
down to 30 millirads per hour at the surface.. The size of the beryllium target
would also make difficult the production of a narrow neutron beam.
Accelerator sources, although generally more expensive than radioisotope
sources,have the great advantage that they produce almost no radiation when they
are turned off. Compactand reasonablyinexpensive Cockroft-WaltonD-T sources
are available producing up to 101114.3-MeV neutrons per second.. For lower
energies,a moderator can be used to slow down the 14-MeVneutrons, although this
will not completely eliminate the higher-energy neutrons. Higher-energybeams or
beams of a lower but more specific energy can be produced using an electron,
proton, or deuteron (d) beams from an accelerator to produce (-y;n),(p,n), or (d,n)
reactions!
A neutron sourcecan be very dangerouswhen operating since the neutrons are
very penetrating and can bounce around corners. The sources described here
produce neutrons in all directions; unwanted neutrons must be removed by
shielding. A point source of 1011neutrons per secondwould require about a tonne
of water shielding (approximating the inside radius of the spherical shield as zero)
to bring the radiation at the surface of the shielding down to a level of 20 neutrons
cm-2S-l (a level assumedsafe for I-MeV neutrons).'
Gamma-ray

and X-ray Beams

The absorption of photons can be understoodas a combination of three effects. The
photoelectric effect dominates at energies below 0.1 MeV. The Compton effect is
most important in the I-MeV region, while electron-positron pair production, with
a threshold

at

about

1 MeV,

is

the

main

absorption

mechanism

in

the

high

energy

region.

The photoelectriceffect for high-Z (high atomic number) materials causessuch
strong absorption at energies lower than 100 keV that photons below this energy
are not useful for examining thick materials. The Compton effect is absorption by
scattering from the electrons of the material; the electron recoils and the photon
loses energy and goes off in a different direction. The fact that the electrons are
bound to the atom is only important at low energies. As a result, absorption is
proportional to the mass of material as long as the proton-neutron ratio of the
nuclei of the atoms making up the material remains constant (deviation from this
constant ratio occurs only for hydrogen and the heavy elements). Pair production,

.500 millirads is the recommendcd maximum annual accumu1a~d radiation dose for nonradiation
workers.
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on the other hand, varies as Z z. This implies that, at high photon energies,it may
be possible to distinguish between elementsof equal density, separating uranium
and plutonium from elements such as tungsten and lead.
Table B-3 of appendix B gives photon mean free paths for selected elements
and energies. One can see the effect of the pair production starting to show itself
at 10 MeV, where the uranium has a slightly smaller absorption length than
tungsten, which is more dense.These tables do not give an accuratepicture of the
penetration of photons through thick targets, however, since they give the mean
path length before an interaction, not complete absorption. Compton scattering
results in a photon of lower energy. As a result, a beam of 10-MeVphotons after
passing through 10 absorptionlengths of lead has about a four times greater energy
flux than would be calculated if the absorptionmean free path was assumedequal
to the interaction mean free path alone.
Photon Sources
There is a wide choiceof gamma-raysources:Gozani7lists a number. Someof the
less intense ones are used for calibrating gamma-raydetectors.Somehave sufficient
intensity for transmission measurements,but none producesgammas with energies
above 2 MeV.
The best source of higher-energy photons therefore is a beam of high-energy
electrons colliding with a target (generally of a heavy metal). The x-ray beam
producedcontains a broad continuum of energies--a bremsstrahlung spectrum. The
energy distribution is approximately constant per energy interval of the x-rays,
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extending from zero to the energy of the electron beam. Expressed in terms of
numbers of photons per energy interval, the number of x-rays produced per unit xray-energy varies inversely with the energy of the x-rays produced(seefigure C-5).
It would be desirable to use monochromaticx-ray beams together with energysensitive detectorsin order to distinguish those x-rays that have not beenscattered.
There are methods of producing almost monochromatic beams using collimated
beams from crystal targets. or by scattering a laser beam from a beam of highenergy electrons.. Both of these techniques require very accurate collimation of the
incoming electron beam and the outgoing x-ray beam, and the radiation from the
collimators must be kept very small. The alignment is so difficult that these beams
are unsuitable for operational use except in physics experiments. Moreover,inside
a very short distance in the material examined, the monochromaticbeam would be
degraded by Comptonscattering into a broad spectrum.
Since monochromaticbeamsare not practical, the best way of ensuring that the
beam has not been scattered is to measure the energy of the transmitted photons
and select only the high-energy portion of the transmitted spectrum. The lower
energy part of the transmitted beam will be dominated by lower-energy photons
resulting from the scattering of the showersmade by higher-energyphotons.
High-energy x-ray beams are generally produced by linear accelerators,
commercialunits being available with a peak x-ray energy of 15 MeV!OOne version
is presently the tool of choice for medical radiation therapy. These machines
generally use thick targets in which multiple interactions take place,thus enhancing
the low-energy end of the spectrum. The oppositeeffect-removing the low-energy
end of the spectrum without depleting the high-energyportion-can be accomplished
by passing the beam through some low-Z material that will selectively absorblowenergy photons and "harden" the beam. The use of a "hardener" is complicated by
reradiation from electrons produced in the absorption process. As a result such
hardeners usually operatein a strong magnetic field with well-designedcollimation.
To estimate the energy depositedper x-ray traversing the object examined,we
again assume that the object to be radiographed is a 20-tonne aluminum sphere
with density 2.7, radius of 120 centimetersand a maximum thickness of 650 g/cml.
If 10-MeVphotons are used as typical of those from the upper part of a 15-MeV
peak energy bremsstrahlung spectrum,one x-ray in 3 million would penetrate the
center. In a continuous spectrum with a 15-MeVpeak energy there will be about 15
MeV in the incident x-ray beam for every photon between 5-15 MeV. The total
energy put into the system in order to get one photon through would therefore be
about 4.7 x 107MeV. For a 6-MeV peak-energy bremsstrahlung beam, the corresponding number is 3.6 x 109; and at 3 MeV it is 5.7 X 1011MeV." As with
neutron beams, about two-thirds of this energy would be deposited in the first
interaction length.
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RADIOGRAPHY
The type of examination being considered here gives information on the total
projected mass in the path of a beam of particles or x-rays. A great deal of
information can be obtained from a single projection. An effective system for such
radiography is available commercially!1 It comprisesa linear acceleratorproducing
a fan beam of x-rays that is projected at a vertical line of sodiumiodide scintillation
counters. The object to be inspected is pulled between the x-ray source and the
detectorsand the attenuation produced in a series of slices is observed.By combining the slices (with the aid of a computer)an image can be produced.
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irradiated with particles of mean free path L, the ratio of the number penetrating
the volume without interacting, Np,to the number incident is exp(-tIL). Differentiating, we obtain dtlt = -(LIt) x dNplNp.
The precision of the density measurement depends both on the fractional
absorption taking place in the volume cell and on the number of particle trajectories
passing through the entire object. Since the precision of a count is effectively
(Np)-lI2,one would expect that, for a volume with dimensions on the order of a
mean free path for the beam particle (thickness t equal to L), 1,000 trajectories that
penetrate both the specified volume and the entire object would give about a 3percent result.
This description considersa hypothetical increase or decreaseof the absorption
of a region as isolated. A similar changein the trajectories passing through it could
be caused by absorbersor voids in other parts of the object so that all the special
trajectories passing through that particular region would be affected. This would
indeed cause the same rise or decreasebut, to do this, the amount of material
introduced or removed at each of the other volumes would have to be the same as
that required for the special location. If 10 percent extra absorption were to be
produced for the trajectories passing through a 10-square-centimeterregion in a
particular slice, one could increase the absorption of that one special region or
increase it for possibly 10-50 other locations intercepting the same special trajectories. However, the additional absorption associated with the second approach
would affect many other trajectories and therefore the whole optimization procedure,
and a radical change in the calculated density would be introduced for the other
regions. It is here that the need for many different beam-incidenceangles can be
seen. The more angles measured,the more locations must have material added to
them to simulate a changein the special zone.
Radiation

Doses

In order to understand whether detailed examination by a tomographic scan might
cause radiation damage to parts of the material examined,we consider once again
the example of an examination with the lS-MeV peak-energy x-ray beam of the
hypothetical 120-centimeter-radius solid aluminum payload. Our calculation
illustrates the factors that must be taken into accountin any estimate of radiation
doses.
For the examination of a circular disk of diameter D, exp(DIL)photons of mean
free path L must be incident normal to the circumferenceof the disk for every one
that penetrates through the center of the disk to the other side without interacting.
We assume that the beamilluminates all points on the circumferenceuniformly and
that the number of particles incident at different angles relative to the perpendicular would be programmedto allow the same number to penetrate at eachangle.
(A much smaller number of incident particles would be required for trajectories that
pass through only the edgesof the object.) For 10-MeVphotons and the maximumthickness slice, this optimization results in the total energy deposited in the disk
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being about 4.8 times less than if all the photons had to pass through the center
of the disk. There will be a similar increase in transmission as the scan goes to
cross sectionsof the sphere with smaller diameters.
The average number incident for each one passing through is then exp(D/L)/F,
where F is the reduction factor of 4.8. It is assumed that the interior region to be
observed is divided into cubes d3 cm3 in volume and the number of tracks that
should pass through a specific cube in one plane and leave the sphere is N. If N
tracks pass through the four sides of the cube that are perpendicular to the disk,
the average number passing out through each of the sides is N/4.
If the disk being examined is D centimeters in diameter and d centimeters
thick, the circumference can be considered as occupied by the outsides of nD/d
boxes cP square centimeters in area through each of which N/4 particles must exit
if the disk is to be filled with a uniform number of penetrating tracks. Therefore
(N/4) x (nD/d) x exp(D/L)/Fphotons must be incident on the circumference.
An estimate of the radiation dosereceived by the surface region of the sphere
can be made by assuming that two-thirds of the energy of these photons will be
deposited in the first absorption length. Since a bremsstrahlung spectrum is
assumed, and since the lower energy portion of the spectrum has a shorter
interaction length, we assume that the maximum dose would be about twice that
expectedfrom the total number of high-energy photons incident.
The energy depositedin an annulus of the disk L centimeters deepis therefore
equal to:
(2/3) x 2 x E x (N/4) x (nD/d) x exp(D/L)/F
i

!

=

(n/3) x E x N x (D/d) x exp(D/L)/F,

where E is the energy of the photon in MeV. This will be depositedin nDdL cubic
centimeters of material. The amount deposited per cubic centimeter is then
(E x N x exp(D/L) + (3 x cP x L x F) MeV/cm3.In our example,D = 240, d = 10,
E = 15, L = 16.2, N = 1,000, and F = 5. This results in an energy deposition
density of 2 x 108 MeV/cm3 or 7 x 105MeV/gram. One MeV/gram is equal to
1.6 x 10-8rad, so the maximum exposure will be about 0.01 rads. This is insufficient to have any effect on sensitive electronics.12
In the caseof a space-launch
payload examination, it is worthwhile to note that the daily radiation dose to be
expected in low earth orbit is about 0.4 rads!3 For lower-energy photons, the
absorption length is much smaller so the radiation exposureincreasesexponentially.
The same calculation for a 3-MeVbremsstrahlung beam would give a radiation
exposureof 2,000 rads.
For neutrons, the situation would be much worse. For 10-MeV neutrons, the
energy depositedwould lead to a radiation exposure of 3 x 104rads even without
multiplying by the probably appropriate factor of 10 for the greaterdamageper rad
of neutron dose.Even using 100-MeVneutrons with their greater absorptionlength,
the radiation exposurewould be about 20 reds or, with the factor of 10, equivalent
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to 200 rads from an x-ray beam. Neutrons might, on the other hand, be useful for
examining a less absorbing object.
If the multi-angle viewing of a tomographic scan were replaced with the two
views of normal stereoscopicviewing, the total amount of radiation exposurecould
undoubtedly be much reduced but the amount of information given would also be
much reduced.

Effects of Poor Resolution
In the case of large attenuation, other ways for the probe particles to reach the
detector without passing through the absorbermay becomesignificant. Particles can
scatter around the object in numbers that might be comparableto those that pass
through, or might pass through small holes or cracks in the object itself. In the
above exampleswe have consideredattenuations of over one million. If our area of
resolution is 10 x 10 centimeters,a O.l-millimeter hole would double the transmission, and a 1-millimeter hole would increase the transmission by a factor of 100.
There may be some way of analyzing the pattern of transmitted particles to
determine that all of the penetration is from one direction, but the analysis would
be much more complicated. It will be difficult therefore to use interacting beams
such as neutrons or photonsbeyondattenuations of 104unless very high resolution
is achieved.The type of absorptioncalculations done above apply best to continuous
shields (for example,hiding fissionablematerial in a tank of hydrocarbons).

I

CONCLUSION

I

The only two probe particles worth considering for ordinary applications are highenergy photons and neutrons. Except for muons, which are very expensive to
produce and cannot be made with portable equipment, other particles are not as
effective. Table 8 in "Detecting Nuclear Warheads"gives the ratio of the range of
neutrons and of photons in carbon, aluminum, iron, tungsten, and lead to that in
weapon-gradeuranium (WgU). The energies of the particles were chosenso that
their ranges or mean free paths in uranium and commonmaterials are 4-50 g/cms.
A value of 1.0 means that, centimeter for centimeter,the particles interact equally
in the two materials.
The table shows that discrimination betweenWgU and most other elements is
possible using either photons or neutrons but that for tungsten the difference is
very small, except for low-energybeams that do not have much power of penetra-

tion.
Hydrogenous materials, such as plastics, or materials containing lithium or
boron, would absorb thermal neutrons as efficiently as weapon-gradeuranium or
weapon-gradeplutonium, but hydrogen,lithium, and boron absorbfar fewer gamma
rays per centimeter than WgU.
An examination of mean free paths above 10 MeV (see tables B-2 and B-3 in
appendix B) shows that the penetrabilities of neutrons and photons are to some
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extent complementary, neutrons having longer mean free paths in the high-Z
elements and photons in the low-Z elements. Neutron beams of 14 MeV would be
very much cheaperthan electron-beamx-ray sourcesof the same energy due to the
exothermicnature of the D-T interaction. (Most of the energy of the neutron comes
from the nuclear reaction, not the accelerator.)In the region above 14 Mev, the
electron acceleratorsourcesbecomecheaper.
The major advantageof high-energyx-rays over lower energy oneswould appear
to be their ability to distinguish between different heavy elementsand the fact that
they would be affected less by Compton scattering. Commercial sources between
2-15 MeV are available.
Muon beams, although very expensiveand in some ways hard to direct at the
object being studied, would be superior to all others if great penetrability were
required in a laboratory setting.
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